Pesticide Operations/ Storage Safety Checklist
Recommended minimum inspection frequency is annual
Municipality

Inspection Date:

Name of Inspector:

Title:

/

/201

Location Surveyed:
If own more than one area or cabinet, each is uniquely identified
#
Needs OK/ N/A
Item
work Yes U/K
Write line # & comments on back for each needs work item
Pesticides Operator Program Reference: NJAC 7:30
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Municipality uses ANY EPA registered pesticides?
Do you restrict pesticide/herbicide use to unregulated alternatives?
Does municipality have a licensed “Commercial Pesticides Applicator”?
Does municipality have a licensed “Commercial Pesticides Operator”?
Are pesticides stored in a secure locked cabinet? See questions below
Are all “Applicators” or “Operators” in your respiratory program?
Do you provide a sufficient quantity of “approved” cartridges TC-14G?
Do you maintain a complete written inventory of all pesticides?
Is the inventory updated annually? Sent to the local FD?
Is a copy of the inventory given to the local Fire department
Do you maintain the records of applications specified in NJAC 7:30-6.8?
Can you maintain the temperature to between 400 F and 950 F?
Does the municipality transport Pesticides in a vehicle?
Does the vehicle carry a fire extinguisher with minimum rating?

Pesticide liquids cabinets Municipality does not own this equipment □
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Is the storage building located in an area “Not subject to flooding”?
No more than 3 cabinets per fire division?
Painted green with white “Pesticides” on front?
Doors kept closed, latched and LOCKED?
If dispensing is done from within are Ground wires attached?
Vent bungs in place?
Cabinet is ventilated? Check n/a for no
No acids or other hazardous material classes stored inside?
No cardboard or wood stored inside?
No spilled material in trays? Clean shelves?
No more than 60 gallons of pesticides stored in each cabinet?
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